
‘Last Mile Community’ is our response to locating last mile logistics within a city while 
addressing the phenomenon of unoccupied or under-used sites and vacant retail units within 
the city; both of which reduce activity on our streets and weaken a sense of community.

How can one locate physical hubs within existing urban communities and enhance not disrupt 
public life? Our proposals for small or medium scale hubs can double up as logistics hubs or 
light industrial units, with a benefit in co-locating the two functions to create a “Last Mile 

Community”.

As shoAs shopping is increasingly online, and urban retail is marginalised as a use-class, the ‘Last 
Mile Community’ can grow, providing local jobs and keeping our streets active.

ENGAGE THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

PPre-fabricated modular units operate as temporary medium scale hubs, allowing a scalable 
solution that can be redeployed at short notice. The intention is to locate these medium sized 
‘Last Mile Hubs’ in underused car-parks or on unused sites as a “meanwhile” use, combined 
with activities that appeal to and engage with the local community. Deliveries to the hub would 

use the same strategy as the previous use, and would be connected to the world via 
consolidated freight centres just outside of the city. 
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ENERGISE THE HIGH STREET

Small scaSmall scale hubs struggle to compete for sufficient space within city centres.  Many small ‘Last 
Mile Hubs’ can be distributed across the many unoccupied retail spaces in local high streets. 
Widespread and easily adaptable, these hubs require minimal fit-out compared to other uses, 
concentrating solely on rejuvenating the “shop-front”, integrating low-carbon technologies for 
the charging of electric cargo-bikes, and where possible catering for ancillary functions such as 
bike repair provisions, private short-term storage, or pick up and drop off facilities, that can be 

shared with local residents.
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